WE NEED YOU TO BE A PST RESOURCE PARENT!

Are you a DCFS caregiver who is willing and determined to give our high-risk youth with challenging behaviors a chance at healing amidst their world of uncertainty and trauma?

We need you. These kids need you.

LA County DCFS PLACEMENT STABILIZATION TEAM (PST) is a specialized program of highly qualified around the clock Social Workers. Together, with PST Resource Parents (foster parents/caregivers), they are committed to youth between 10-19 years of age who have experienced trauma and are in need of ongoing guidance, support, and empathy.

With the PST Program, caregivers would have:

- 24/7 access to a specialized Children’s Social Worker who is assigned to the youth and will respond at all hours, for any emergencies, via phone or in person
- Dedicated weekly check-ins with the youth and caregiver for placement stability
- Assisted resource and program navigation
- Access to a Fostering UNITY CARE Service Specialist for ongoing support, mentorship, and guidance
- Access to support groups with topics related to PST-type placements hosted by a Fostering UNITY CARE Service Specialist and Licensed Clinical Psychologist, M.A., Psy.D.

Let PST be the support that you may not have even known you needed.

If you are interested in learning more about the PST program please contact the following Placement Specialist, and they will be happy to answer any questions that you may have.

KETLYN HENRY
213-663-6252
HENRYK2@DCFS.LACOUNTY.GOV

MARTHA NAVARRO
213-431-3310
NAVARM2@DCFS.LACOUNTY.GOV

JOIN THE FOSTERING UNITY CAREGIVER & COMMUNITY FACEBOOK GROUP HERE